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Sent:
"ro:
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Rich Lappenbusch
Friday, April 07, 2000 1:51 PM
W~ll Poole’s Direct Reports; Dan Plastina; Dennis Flanagan
Clarifying our Planning efforts

We have a number of planning activities going on and this mail will attempt to clarify who is doing what and what our
collective deliverabies are for the next two months,
NGWS
Our goal is to contribute to the message owners areas and suggest the role that digita~ media will play in several of the
estabhshed ship vehicles and the new vision as well. This is in a formative stage and il is taking shape wIthout our direct
input right now We want to change that by suggesting specific changes as other task forces pubhsh drafts that are
forthcoming.
Your deliverable is:
1. Read this ema~l for a background on NGWS.
Company Priority
Ne~-Genera~i...
2. Finish your project ~nput into the lable seal by DennisFI.
project inventory
l~em plal:e
3. Consider where you think we can find the next huge leap in value lo the user. Think beyond your group, your domain
and send me your ~deas in any form or state
Forum 2000 is an event that is tentatively scheduled for June 1st. On that date Bill will share with ~500 press and
induslry analysts where Microsoft is going for the next 5 years This is all about what our vision is aad provide glimpses
of how we plan to get there from our current state.
Your deliverable is
1. Read the Sheena scenario at \\wcg3kpubtic~sheena and provide me feedback on what we need to improve. Dan will
be working on the latest rev of this document most of next week.
2. Read the other scenarios (Knowledge worker, Real Estate, Health Care etc) at \\vicg3\public and provide me feedback
on what we need to improve.
there will be more to discuss next week. Stay tuned..
rich
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Company Priority: Next-Generation Windows Services
(NGWS)
Today, Microsoft faces competitive challenges as great as at any time in our history. We all know
who our compet=tors are: Sun, IBM, Oracle, AOL--I-~me Warner, and Linux
At the same time, we have incredible opportunities ahead w~th the growth of the Intemet, the
development of new wireless and family room technologies, and the quest for simpler ways for
users to do things with PCs and non-PC devices.
From a product standpoint, we are well on our way to completing the 2000-generation of products
that our customers will rely on for the next several years. Windows 2000 and Office 2000 are
released and Exchange 2000, SQL Server 2000, and other =mportant tools are ~n the
development homestretch.
In the years ahead, the nature of how software ~s delivered and used w~ll change, but the
~mportance of software as an underlying driver of the technology industry w~ll only become more
important. The next 10 years will be the Software Decade. Our heritage is as a software
company, and as long as we stay committed to our roots, we will continue to be successful.
What we need, however, is a roadmap that w=ll allow us to singularly focus on our corporate
priorities for the future and to clearly communicate lhem to our employees. The purpose of this
document ~s to bay out a high-level framework for Next-Generation Windows Services (NGWS)
Executing efficiently and effectively on NGWS will involve making some lough tradeoffs, including
reducing the amount we invesl in shoat-term opportunities and new things. We wilt need to
allocate our top people to all-out success ~n this remake. There will be skepticism and cyn=cism.
People will need to work together and depend on people in ways that are uncomfortable.
As a company, we have many slrengths and some weaknesses, and we cannot be complacent,
arrogant, or slow moving in addressing them. 3"hat is why we are dictaling this imperative and a
set of schedule targets, top down, in this memo. Detailed plans will be bottom-up and generated
during the planning process by the business divisions. This process will need to bubble up the
projects we must cancel or curtail to get the focus on the things in this memo. We cannot do
everything Our goal =s to prowde a lot more detailed =nformalion on NGWS for customers,
analysts, partners and the media later this spring, at Forum 2000.

The internet User Experience opportunity
Filteen years ago, we totally committed ourselves to bdnging the graphical user interface (GUI) to
the PC through the W~ndows platform. Only through this single-minded commitment in both our
Windows platform and applications were we able to successfully transform from a charactermode platform to the GUt which laid the foundalmn for our success today and that of our
partners.
We now have the opportunity to help create a totally new user e×pedence - the Interact User
Experience (IUE) -that is every bit as important as GUI. We’ve used a lot of buzzwords that
partially describe this Soflware as a Service, Web Workstyle, Web Lifestyle, Personal Web
Services. The Business Interact, the Programmable Web, Megaservices, the Everyday Web.
But the IUE encompasses more than any one of these. As its name implies, the IUE is about
creating compelhng, int=mate, seamless and automatic connections for and between consumers,
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businesses and developers. It’s no small task, but M=crosort is in a unique position to benefit from
building these kinds of dynamic connections with and for our customers and partners.
For example, ~f we and our partners successfully execute on our goals, a great IUE will change
the way everyone receives healthcare services. You’ll be able to keep all of your intormation in a
secure and private place out on the Web, give permissions to the appropriate doctors to view
your medical history, easily pay your bills or address issues with your insurance company,
receive notification when a medical appointment is needed, and incorporate those appointments
into your calendar-- automatically, wherever you are and whatever device you are using
A well-~mplemented iUE will change the way you think about traveling. Youlll easily purchase a
flight through Expedia or another partner and it will automatically be reflected on your schedule.
Your friends, relatives or a business associate will be notified that you’re coming Io town, you’ll be
mlormed ~f there’s a detay in your flight’s departure, and the people picking you up at your
destination will also be informed. Again, all of this will work seamlessly and automatically.
The Internet is a great connector, But today, very few devices other than the PC work welt
together. The contacts that you keep in your PC aren’t automatically available on your home and
mobile phone and it is very difficult to coordinate having an e-mail delivered automatically to
whatever device you’re using at a certain time. You can3 submit a purchase order to a
customer’s Web application when you’re offline on a plane. And you can’t even store your
documents in one place and easily give permissions to control access to them. We must create
an Internet User Experience that will solve these and other problems and create new
opportunities for our users, partners, and Microsoft by tying together many dewces and interfaces.
Users want services that present information to them with the simplicity of Web pages, the
functionality of traditional applications, and the flexibility to combine and integrate information and
services in new ways - cross-device and cross-service. To create these next-generation
services, developers want to be able to creale services in their favorite language and have it run
on many devices while leveraging each device’s strengths and using services from the device
and the Intemet. This is a tall order, but one that we are uniquely positioned to deliver.
The key to delivenng on these user and developer possibilities starts with the vision of the IUE,
which in turn requires the development of new software and services. This is nothing less than a
complete transformation of our business.
We succeeded w~th Windows and Office because we saw the value of a core platform for GUI
applications and developed it, developed applications built on the platform, and evangelized this
platform to partners and developers. Similarly, our commitment to making the IUE a reality will
consist of creating a revolutionary platform -- the NGWS -- developing a set of key services for
our customers that build on that platform, and evangelizing the platform’s value. The platform will
combine Intemet-hosted platform services with the power of Windows PCs, servers and non-PC
devices.
The application services we provide will be a small subset of those that people desire, so our
evangelism, partnerships, and developer support must reach a new level to litl out the platform
solution. We must show the world the opportunity we can offer. Only by doing this, and delivering
the necessary new software and services, will we create the virtuous cycle necessary for both our
partners and us Io succeed.
Competitors all want to provide the core platform and services for users to take advantage of
these changes. In some sense, it is now or never for us to deliver on this opportunity. We are
the leader in the software business and we have the most capable people. As you read through
this memo, you will see that it has much more detait on the future of our platform than anything
else. That is because we all depend on the platform and it is the one thing that unites us.
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The Next-Generation Windows Services Platform
We call our platform the next-Generation Windows Services platform to reflect a fundamenlal
change - Windows will be delivered not as just a platform for a PC, server, or device but as pad
of a complete serv=ce. It renews and builds on Windows on the client and server and adds nextgeneration serv=ces delivered over the Web through NGWS Online. 8ill will spend 100% of his
t=me helping the bus~ness divisions create the NGWS platform and core services.
The core platform and user experiences for NGWS will ~
have consistent cl=ent, server, and Intemet
implementations In order lo tie these all togelher,
though, we must have a set of serv=ces and
tecf~nologies that are universal to these NGWS
implementations. This consistency will allow
developers to wdte one NGWS application service to
the platform that can be used on and optimized for any
combination of devices and services, as the diagram
to the right shows. It w=il allow users to have a uniform
experience whether they’re using the NGWS platform on the PC, a non-PC device, or on the Web=
The functionality of the platform and core user experiences wilt be dynamic and rapidly updated.
This is all part of the evolution of soft.ware to be a service.
This platform is about more than just the cilents or server or Internet service: ~t is about the power
of combining the three. Some applications witliust use one of these. But most applications will
also take advantage of the relative strengths of the PC, non-PC devices, server, and services.
This w~ll be a core strength of the NGWS platform.
One example of a service that will take advardage of all components of the NGW$ platform is
entertainment. Internet services will make it simple to buy and store music online. This music w=ll
be available on all of a user’s devices, including the home stereo, mobile music players, and their
Auto PC. They will be able to cache the songs they most often listen to on their PC or home
server. And the PC witl allow them to edit, create, and control the music.
Since the intemet is the new focal point for our platform, some might think this initiative is only
about the Intemet. We may mo~lel our efforts from the Internet service, but the client
implementation and its popularity is 100% essential to the success of the compat~y.
One of the pdmary effects of the NGWS platform will be to create a much better Windows PC
experience. Users will still have the total control and power lhat they have now and will still be
able to run the same types of PC applications. They will also have more applications than everevery NGWS application service will run on your Windows PC and, in most cases, this will
provide the best experience. At the same time, you won’t have to maintain or upgrade your PC this will happen as a service. And your information and many application services wdl be
available on any other PC, on non-PC devices, and through NGWS online. Windows PCs will be
a great way to use next-generation Windows services, though not the only way.
We believe that these services we deliver as part of NGWS must evolve from existing Inlemet
standards, and be robust in an inherently distrfbuted world We will thus embrace XML as a core
tenet. XML is both lechnically appropriate and gives us a strategy to innovate in unique ways
white still bddging to non-Microsoft systems. We will need the modern tools, frameworks, and
runtime services that make it easy to develop these applications for Web services, either at the
Internet message level or as objects.
There is a set of core NGWS services and technologies that must be consistent across the
implementations online, on the PC, and on non-PC devices. These are not isolated from each
other. They rely on each other and must be thought about together to enable the IUE. We have
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many assets to draw upon to deliver these including: a) for schema, the work we have done with
Fxchange and Outlook; b) for UI, tE, ePad, Neptune design work, Netdocs and Outlook; c) for
storage, Platinum and its Web Store and 8QL Server and its rich XML support, and d) for
programming model, W~ndows DNA and our VS 7 work. These services are:
NGWS Programming Model: The NGWS programming model must help developers with a
number of issues, including, 1) Building appsNVeb sites that easily export themselves and
call loosely-coupled XML services, 2) Facilitating building Web sites by providing services
that most apps will use hke messaging, transactions, notifications, etc., 3) Making it easy to
build apps that scale out. Making the standard PC-based platform scale by enabling load
balancing, fail-over, clustering and other software services ~s critical to meeting the threat of
the server consolidation strategy from Oracle and Sun; 4) Making it easy to store and retdeve
XML schema objects from our new file system and other information slores; 5) Providing
higher-level services that make it easy Io use our new standard Windows schema; and 6)
Making it easy to wdte apps that targel browser-only and new device environments as well as
r~ch Windows clients without having to rewrite the applications
NGWS Schema: Standard XML definitions of objects that NGWS will support in its UI.
NGWS schema let both customers and developers have a single way to think about
important items in their world, like peopte, devices, networks, services and places.
Information shouldn’t be lost when people synchronize dewces hke PCs and PDAs. NGWS
schema enabies Web Services to work together in an integrated, consistent fashion. It will
build on the foundation of things like cut-and-paste and OLF that preceded them.
NGWS UI: Our NGWS UI must be three things. First. it must embody a new style guide that
unifies services, Web pages, and NGWS applications and makes it clear how to take actions
on XML objects Second, it must be a new shell that makes it easy to organize, navigate,
and integrate ×ML-based objects, And third, it must include a set of basic user functions for
important XML schema objects (mail, files, calendars, merchandise, notices, versions, photos,
etc.) The NGWS UI should have rich enough capabilities that it literally adds value to all Web
sites that support NGWS schema, and othervalue to arbitrary Web sites that a user may
explore.
NGWS Natural Language: NGWS must include offenng customers a new way to access
information; a more natural way of interacting with their own machines and with the Web as a
whole. Our Natural Language assets musl come together to dehver both an incredibly
compelling consumer benefit, and a set of technologies that are hard for commodity browsers
to match.
NGWS File System: The NGWS file system must be a place where ×ML objects can tdgger
events, in addition to being stored, contenl indexed, and versioned. Search and query
functionality must be world class. Our file system must have the notion of hierarchy
(client/sewer/service) built-in, and must provide a compelling offline experience. We will use
advanced file system features =n the new UI and evangelize these services to Web site
builders. NGWS will instantiate advanced storage and standard schema so there is a wellknown place that a user can expect to consolidate information from a vadety of third pady
Web sites in the rich form that each Web site intends.
Today the Windows platform is delivered in two ways: on the PC client and server as well as on
some non-PC devices. The NGWS platform will be delivered in three ways:
1.

Windows NGWS. We must incorporate core NGWS services and technologies into a
breakthrough Windows release for the PC client and server. We must also commit to
Windows Excellence and deliver superior manageability, reliability, and security from the client to the server to service.
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2.

3.

NGWS Online will deliver world-class capabilities to both developers and end users
from the Intemet thai enhance the Windows NGWS e×pedence. This is a critical
addition to our platform ~n much the way Windows NT added a server to our platform
base.
Non-PC devices with NGWS technology.

1) NGWS Online
This is a critical addition to our platform. As Windows NT added a server to our platform base,
NGWS Online adds an Intemet Service to our platform. NGWS Online provides core NGWS
services such as storage, personalization, and schema for other services and applications
running on the tnternet. It must also run certain central services that we will offer for corporate
intranet servers, such as a directory and identity, software management and distdbut=on services,
and routing information for messages and notification. E-mail, instant messaging and other
communications services are crtticat and will be implemented in the client and corporate server as
well. Users will be able to store their information on NGWS Online, receive new information there,
replicate informat=on to their machine or server, and run scnpts that tell the system what to do
when their information changes. All of these facilities need be part of our corporate server and
work seamlessly across the boundaries. (This implies work in Active Directory and Passport for
example, as well as other areas.) We will rapidly improve and add new services to NGWS online.
NGWS Online services will support clients other than Windows NGWS clients -- down level
Windows clients at some level. But users will have the best NGWS Online experience on
Windows NGWS clients or w~th a Windows NGWS server. NGWS Online services will be visi~)le
to users of the Windows c~ient or administrator of Windows servers. But many of the services will
be delivered through customer serv=ces solutions= For instance NGW$ Online will become the
underlying platform on which MSN and bCentral will integrate additional services to deliver highlyscaleable, complete consumer and small business experiences. Our partners will also use these
services, and in some cases so will our application services competitors.
We will instrument the site so we can, if we choose, bill users and developers for using these
services in their apps. NGWS Online must be incredibly scalable. We will need to dec~de the
terms on which we wouJd allow third parties to host versions of NGWS Online.

2) Windows NGWS- Breakthrough and Excellence
The PC is truly one of the great developments of the last century. It is unsurpassed as a
°creativity machine" and no other device has the flexibility that it has. But the PC can still be
much better.
The first way we will make ~t much better is by embarking upon our next breakthrough product,
continuing in lhe tradition of Windows 3.0, Windows 95, Windows NT and Windows 2000, This
Breakthrough in Windows NGWS, though, must be even bigger in many ways. Like the most
important breakthroughs of our past, this work must draw developers in very strongly. The keys
to making that happen are a new user e×pedence which promises to make the new release super
popular, a great technical foundation that developers can tap into, and a clear sense that we will
make the release an incredible success through our own services, evangelism and marketing.
The breakthrough Windows NGWS release will require changes to many key elements of the
system through the implementation of the NGWS core technologies, including the programming
model, the NGWS schema, the UI, natural language, and the NGWS file system. This is a crucial
effort that will require great focus by the W~ndows team. This will also enable us to improve the
Windows NGWS release by easily incorporating the valuable and dynamic NGW8 online platform
services. This breakthrough Windows NGWS will be simpler and easier to use for our customers
while also adding important new functionality and services.
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The second way that we will improve the PC is by delivering Excellence in Windows This does
not need to wait for NGWS. We use this term to refer to the improvements we must make in the
basic ways our products work. Secudty and various "abihties" of the platform are core aspects of
this. Windows 2000 is an incredible step forward, but we have more to do.
Manageability is key for our cuslomers, so that they can scale their Web sites, manage large
numbers of clients, keep systems up to date and momlor the performance of mission critical
services. We will reconcile SMS, IntelliMirror and management infrastructure such as WMI and
MMC. We must expand lhe role of Windows Update so it provides incredible management
support for any W~ndows PC and application set connected to our NGWS onhne, a Windows
server era corporate Intranet.
Our reliability must continue to improve - from consumer client to server to NGWS Online,
Getting Windows 2000 into consumer clients is as important as for business clients, and
continuing to work on Windows 2000 systems and applications verification is key.
Secudty for information on Windows systems, and between Windows systems and non-Windows
syslems, ~s crucial. We must make sure we expand our security models to give more flexibility lo
users to delegate authority to trusted third parties to act on their behalf (e.g. "put my bitls in my
NGWS Online account") and we need 1o make working with security simpler across our products.
Delivering on NGWS Breakthrough and Excellence in Windows are crucial to the continued
success of the PC and M~crosofl.

3) Non-PC Devices
While the PC witl continue to be an exciting, high-volume device for both consumers and
business, the decreasing cost and increasing power of microetectronics mean that users will also
use a multitude of non-PC c~evices. These new devices won’t replace PC’s, but will complement
them. People will have multiple devices that use common services, and the customer will choose
the appropriate device for each situation (e.g. computerwhen at desk, ceil phone when on the
move) Microsoft is in a superb position to solve the hard problem of understanding the end-toend service needs -- not just building cool independent devices. By thinking about the PC, these
dewces, and the underlying services as a whole, we can increase the value of both our service
offerings and the PC Our customers will love us if we are successful at this.
To create this end-to-end service, our NGW$ platform must put our key assets, including
programming model and schema, on devices where Windows 2000 is too big. This will enable
developers to simply write application services for non-PC devices and build on the NGWS online
platform services, We have multiple code bases for non-PC devices today (Stadite, CE,
Windows 2000 embedded), We need to consolidate efforts and have a clear code base per
device.
We must focus on devices we sland behind, potentially brand, and integrale into our go-to market
scenarios referenced below. The device types we target today are thin consumer terminal,
mobile phone, Pocket PC, IV attached boxes (set top, gaming, video management), home server,
small business server appliance, and a set of focused enterprise devices we will name. We will
st~il allow our platforms to be embedded by others in arbitrary devices, but not as a pdmary effort.
Our preference in all device categories is to have OEM’s build and sell the devices, with a unique
partnership with us in the design of the device and service provisioning.
Owing to their low cost, it is unlikely that much money can be made selling software alone to
these devices. There is, however, an opportunity to sell core services to peopte using these
devices, and to profit accordingly.
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NGWS Platform Roadmap
The Platform team wilt produce a concrete roadmap that others can build on by April 1. We hope,
though, forthe following:
Wave 1: (2000-200t) 64 bit and 32-way processor support for scalability, PIalinum and
Shiloh for next generation file system learning, VS 7 for customer experience with new
programming model.
Wave 2: (2001-2002} New NGWS client, server, and NGWS OnJine, including the Platinum
Web store as file system and Active Directory/Passport interop and new Visual Studio, API,
and runtime. We may want to introduce m=ddleware ~nfrastructure at the server with new file
system, message bus and programming infrastructure first and hold the ctient update until
2002. We should certainly add enough value to our t~te server to obsolete the need for other
Office infonnation servers. We should achieve Windows Excellence MSN should be
offering services based on NGWS Onhne in this wave.
Wave 3: (2002.2003} Full Windows Breakthrough Including new UI, schema, natural
language, and advanced storage technologies mlegrated in new file system. A new version
of Office and MSN will be the showcase services for the NGWS platform.

Go-To Markets
The Go-To Markets discussed betow are an evolullon of our five current customer sets:
developers, consumers, knowledge workers, IT, and smatl businesses, plus the addition of mobile
users. These go-to markets are intended to address specific customer needs and enable total
focus on these needs.
Today, we are in several businesses, or go-to-markels, but the facl is they all must benefil and
build from our platform. We need to establish that platform in a number of user scenarfos, with
each scenario defining a set of R&D, business development, and selling we need to do. To be
clear, these go-to markets will involve delivering services through packaged bits and Intemet
services.
Often, these go-to markets will benefit one anotl~er, as well as the platform.
The go-to markets will become the center of our marketing and business development activf, Jes,
but continuing to win product reviews will also be key. Our product and service launches wilt be
opportunilies to a~iculate how our technologies help customers in a number of go-to markets.
Each go-to market must have a hard-core business developmenl and marketing plan with
appropriate resources and strategies to succeed. In the past, we have funded too many
technology developments without the appropriate downstream resources required for success.
Each go-to market may involve both extensive evangelism and partner support and our own
development. Each go-to market must have a sales and marketing strategy; some may require
new sales force coverage or resources.
PSS, operations, and finance infrastructure must all evolve to enable this service ~nfrastructure.
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Our sales forces will be orgamzed by customer, with appropr~alely focused ~esources to support
the go-to markets. We will manage partners lhat fall outside of sa~es force coverage with
dedicated business development resources in the go-to market teams.
We cannot invest in all possible go-to markets. We should focus on the go-to markets below with
a view of partnering oul new opportunities wherever possible This may require new partnering
models to get partners dedicated to our platform. We may do equity investments and three-way
deals with customers and key partners who use our platform.
We chose the go-to markets identified below because they represent large financial opportunities,
budd on current Microsoft strengths, are achievable andfor have strategic sigmficance for
advancing the NGWS platform.

General PC User
The most essential go-to market focuses on the PC as a dewco, and ensures that it stays ex¢iling.
This go-to market focuses on end users and OEM’s and helping them do new things on the PC
as a device. We must be able to articulate why lhe PC provides the richest and most c~mplete
user environment for services. Th~s go-to-market must span consumer and business scenarios.
Thin Web clients, new devices and slowing growth all present challenges in this go-to market.
The health of the PC is essential for our corporate well-being and this go-to market has significant
upside potential, even beyond our currenl OEM revenue, over the next several years.

E-sites and Developers
This is the go-to market where we must get early traction with the Intemet User Experience and
our new NGW$ platform. Alt developers become service developers. This go-to-market focuses
on all developers except developers doing utilities tied Io another market, and entedainment
developers who are tied to the home go-to market.
The NGWS Windows Breakthrough, NGWS Excellence, new non-PC devices, and NGWS Online
are all key to developer success. They must believe we have a complete, reliable, and scalable
platform.
We wilt have to loudly, cleady, convincingly and repetitively articulate this story. We must show
developers that there is opportunity on our platform and that we are totally committed to helping
them be successful technically and f~nancially.
We must articulate how ~levelopers easiiy build code and Web content, deploy, manage, and
cache the resulting pieces on client and server, build the applications and contenl that lake
advantage of our schema and notification infrastructure, and store dala into NGWS Online on
users’ behalf. We need a fairly complete set of development tools and management tools for this
go-to market, including streaming media tools. We should not do vertical services but should
have a rich enough tool set and customer involvement to be at the table, defining schema in
many verticals. We will need to do a lot of evangelism and extend MSDN to stay in line with the
creative things others are doing w~th sample code and source code etc. We must decide howto
support e-sites and apps built on UNIX: how do they support our UI, NGWS Online, etc. We are
in a real battle with IBM, Sun and Oracle in this endeavor.
To be successful in Ibis go-to market, we must highlight the opportunity on our new platform so
that the business people in slart-ups and established companies support the choices
technologists may make for our platform. That also means this go-to market must think through
how we help developers promote their services, not just build them. Special padnerships, MSN,
and bCentral can all help in creating promotional opportunities.
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We have a special challenge here in computer science students, professors and young
developers who are partial to UNIX. We will make special efforts to reach out to these
communities.
This go-to market can be a significant opportunity over the next three years, but is essential to the
health of all other go-to markets and has top priodty for that reason.

IT Infrastructure
We want our platform to be the backbone for how users, devices, software and data are set up,
deployed, managed and stored in businesses that run their own internal services. The NGWS
management capabilities, file system, and schema are all directly relevant to this go-to market. In
addition, many companies will decide to outsource some services. NGWS Online will be relevant
by providing services that help businesses connect their employees lo their personal information
and services, in addition to business information.
We wilt need partners who flesh out management tools, especially in heterogeneous
environments. The competition from Linux, Novell and others will be intense.
This is currently a very large opportunity today when you include enterprise licensing for the
platform etc.

Home and Consumer Use
The Home and Consumer markets represent an area of tremendous growth and opportunity for
M~crosoft. This opportunity consists of continued growth of PCs in the home, along with new
devices, home aulomation and networking, entertainment software, TV products, and a wide
array of underlying services. We wdl need to develop a consistent architectural view of how the
home and consumer scenarios will evolve and howwe will capitalize on these opportunities. In
addition, we must understand that business customers are also consumer customers, and we
must support key scenarios, such as keeping a single contact list or having a single calendar,
which are important to them.
The consumer go-to market is a hugely important instantiation of our platform. We want
consumers to take advantage of our lnternet portal experience. MSN; to do thai we need to make
up ground with MSN versus AOL and Yahoo. Our opportunity lies in making the platform and the
portal more interconnected. The portal will use our NGWS schema, provide an end-user
experience to NGWS Online and give consumers a way to integrate their experiences across esites (identity, payment, calendar, notification, information storage, etc.) Communications,
community, shopping, search, photos and published content (third party or our own) all play a key
role in the consumer experience and the platform standardization. To maximize the user
experience and extend our platform, we need to deliver Internet access and a thin terminal
alternative as part of the go-to market. At the same time, our portal will highlight the benel~ts of
the PC and have client side code for many important scenarios (photography, money
management, reference, consumer productivity etc.) We will need extensive partnerships with
third parties for apps and content to give a complete experience and to ensure their support for
our platform from client to server to service.
We will need to really think it through, but quite naturally many of today’s packaged consumer
offerings -- such as Encarta, Money and others we are doing today -- should evolve to be part of
our consumer service.
Our NGWS platform must succeed in supporting entertainment scenarios, including gaming,
edutainment and TV viewingtmedia watching. We will need client and service applicalions as
well as a flexible low-end "IV attached platform to reatize this go-to-market. MSN must be fully
accessible from this dewce and the PC must g~ve full access to these new services for us to
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succeed. The key here ~s, agmn, platform adoption, and we will be flexible ~n thinking through
ways to involve partners to support our platform, including loday’s cable operators and media
companies. We are developing two device platforms in this area -- Xbox and WebTV -- with
different ~nitial foal that will need to be synergistic over time. AOL and Sony are form,dable
competitors in this space.
This opportunity (without access, which the market will ddve towards netting no gross margin
revenue) can be several times what it is today ~n three years.

Knowledge Workers
This go-to market has been an incredible key to our success but we need to evolve our work in
this area rapidly. Office will need to evolve to be an NGW$ service, as well as to use our new
platform I’ully. Office needs to use this change to do a better job of targeting certain small-group
knowledge work and corporate knowledge management scenarios where we have been weak.
We must build on Office strength in personal productivity. There will not be a firm line between
consumer and knowledge worker productivity scenarios, and crossing these boundaries must be
seamless for users. Netdocs must be part of this future of Office We may use Netdocs ~nitially in
the small business go-to market, but only with a strategy that gets it to be in the future path of
Office. Some partners may complement our work in this area, but we need to provide a faidy
complete solution.
This go-to-market c~n grow nicely ~n three years if it becomes a real service.

Mobility
Mobihty refers to five things: 1) PC laptop wireless support, of course; 2) Microbmwser-based
cellular phone device support; 3) Pocket PC wireless device support; 4) Server and service
infrastructure that makes Jt easy for developers and users to scrip~ wireless notification,
information transmittal, offline replication and position information to all devices; and 5) New
services running on the Intemet and in the devices. Mobility is a complement to our other go-to
market’s and should work with all of them. We will have to think through how NGWS supports
non-MS microbrowsers and Palm Pilots. Partnerships with carriers will be critical.
It is not clear whether we wilt monetize this opportun=ty d~rectly to a s=gnificant degree, or just
consider it from a revenue standpoint as part of and the core platform. We will guide investments
by the strategic imperalive.

Small Business
Small businesses have been most taxed to fully exploit both the computer and the Intemet
revolution. They have the most to ga,n but aJse the leasl time and resources to invest. The
opportunity to help small businesses take advantage of these opportunities is immense. Although
a diverse set of competitors has arisen in this segment, NGWS, with its ease of use, together w~th
NGWS Online and managed device services could help customers a lot. The smali business
experience could also really help establish the platform. We must deliver our knowledge worker,
consumer productivity, and mobility go-to markets to th~s market, but we must also work
ourselves, and with partners, on providing services that let people do commerce (buying and
selling) and manage their businesses in an integrated way. Many small businesses will want
some local shared storage and Intemet gateway support and we must have a simple plug and
play server appliance, with PC client style admin for that environment.
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On top of’ our knowledge worker revenue stream that w~lt be carded inside bCentral, thrs
opportunity could be another meaningful revenue stream, The biggest upside in small business
for us short-terTn is in activating knowledge workers through our servfce.
Our success with ti~ese go-to markets is crucial to establishing the NGWS platform, realizing our
revenue goals, and providIng the best service to our customers.

Resources
Based upon views of what revenue might be next year and what we would like profit to be, we will
tim~t new resources. We may add up to 700 full time and contingent heads company-wide over
what is already approved today (except PSS and MCS and operations where they can self-fund )
In addition, we will accept a couple of pending proposals to invest incrementally in business
development and support efforts in the developer, gaming, general PC use, and mobility spaces.
We do need more resource to develop service opportunities outside the U.S This implies we
must allocale existing approved development, sales and marketing resources more tighlty 1o our
services jihad. As mentioned eadier, we will cancel or curtail current efforts to make room for
these priorities.

Summary
The time is now to enable the Internet User Experience. We must create the NGWS platform that
takes advantage o[ the PC, non-PC devices, servers, and Intemet platform services to deliver on
the IUE. We must also build the services for the go-to markets. Clear strategy, cdsply
commumcated, with rapid internal buy-~n and strong execution and great marketmglbusiness
development are the keys.
There is no higher priodty for the company. Top leadership will need to spend a tot of waking
hours over the next year evangelizing this strategy internally and externally -- to employees, to
customers, to padners. We need to get all our senior people bought in to this, and their roles and
economic returns defined ASAP. We will draw upon our incredible people, calling on them to
step up to new and expanded challenges. We can and wil~ prevail, No company -whether
startups or established -- has the opportunity we do. None We can change the way the
information industry works again and provide enormous new benefits to consumers and
businesses. Lets do it.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dennis Flanagan
Friday, Apdl 07.2000 9:46 AM
Will Poole’s Direct Reports; Chuck Friedman; Mark Mayes; Dan Plastina
project inventory template

Here is the template sheet which modifies Miko% project template a.s p~r our discussion in the strateff, y discu;sion
yesterday, We agreed to complete the htformation with a¢-curate headcount data and a long-term wsion statement for
each hue item by 4/17 so Will and others can begin sorting it out. Dagn~ar gets speoal dJspensatiol~s because she will
allocate UE headcount based on the product/service team allocations. I have ~ncluded comments to describe some of
the new cells,
Dave Fester owns any modffJcahons to the ’B~ckets’ ¢olurrmo
A note about the three-year vision: each line item needs a forwaxd-looking statenlent of less than one page, We agreed
that ’we are done w~th this’ and thinking that represents ~8 toe’s or so will sufhce for tl~is.

drnd project
nvent:ory templ ~l:e..,
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